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Purpose: subject motion and static ﬁeld (B0) drift are known to
reduce the quality of single voxel MR spectroscopy data due to in-
coherent averaging. Retrospective correction has previously been
shown to improve data quality by adjusting the phase and frequency
oﬀset of each average to match a reference spectrum. In this work,
a newmethod (RATS) is developed to be tolerant to large frequency
shifts (greater than 7Hz) and baseline instability resulting from in-
consistent water suppression.
Methods: in contrast to previous approaches, the variable-projection
method and baseline ﬁtting is incorporated into the correction pro-
cedure to improve robustness to ﬂuctuating baseline signals and
optimization instability. RATS is compared to an alternativemethod,
based on time-domain spectral registration (TDSR), using simulated
data tomodel frequency, phase and baseline instability. In addition,
a J-diﬀerence edited glutathione in-vivo dataset is processed using
both approaches and compared.
Results: RATS oﬀers improved accuracy and stability for large fre-
quency shifts and unstable baselines. Reduced subtraction arti-
facts are demonstrated for glutathione edited MRS when using
RATS, compared with uncorrected or TDSR corrected spectra.
Conclusion: the RATS algorithm has been shown to provide accu-
rate retrospective correction of SVS MRS data in the presence of
large frequency shifts and baseline instability. The method is rapid,
generic and therefore readily incorporated into MRS processing
pipelines to improve lineshape, SNR and aid quality assessment.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Single voxel acquisition is currently the most widely used in-vivo 1H l Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) tech-
nique for clinical brain investigation [1]. Repeated acquisitions, known as averages or shots, are usually combined to
attain a suﬃcient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to measure key metabolite signals, where a doubling the number of aver-
ages theoretically improves the SNR by a factor of √2. A typical acquisition protocol of 128 averages, acquired from a
2cm sided cubic volume, may be used to discern the major 1Hmetabolite resonances, such as total-N-acetylaspartate
(tNAA), total-creatine (tCr), total-choline (tCho) and myo-inositol.
Ideally, metabolite signals are completely stable throughout the entire acquisition period - achieving the highest
possible SNRwhen averaged. However, two primarymechanisms have been shown to result in dynamic perturbations
in spectral phase and frequency. Firstly, slowly varying changes in the static ﬁeld strength (B0 drift) commonly follow
gradient intensive sequences, such as echo-planer imaging (EPI), due to a heating of the static shim elements [2]. B0
drift commonly occurs when acquiring single-voxel MRS data directly after an EPI based sequence, since MRS places
a relatively low demand on the gradient system and therefore the static shim elements undergo a cooling phase
throughout the MRS acquisition.B0 drift during MRS acquisition causes a slowly varying frequency oﬀset, where
subsequent averages become increasingly misaligned relative to the ﬁrst. The second primary cause of temporal
instability originates from subject movement, typically resulting in a transient change in the frequency oﬀset and
spectral phase.
Both B0 drift and subject movement degrade the SNR and lineshape of MRS data due to incoherent averaging.
Unstable acquisitions are particularly detrimental to J-diﬀerence edited experiments [3], since spectral misalignment
results in an incomplete subtraction of non-edited resonances - resulting in a distortion of the editedmetabolite signals
[4]. One of the earliest approaches for retrospective MRS instability correction is based on a frequency and phase
measurement made from a weakly suppressed residual water signal [5]. The change in these parameters is estimated
throughout the acquisition period, and each average corrected to obtain consistent spectra. However, the use of
a residual water resonance has the disadvantage of potentially biasing the metabolite estimates through baseline
distortion from the water resonance peak “tails”, or sideband artifacts that increase with the residual water amplitude
[6]. In addition, partially suppressed water cannot be assumed to have the same frequency and phase oﬀsets as the
metabolite signals - particularly in the case of subject movement or poor B0 homogeneity.
More recently, a method has been developed to align spectra without the requirement for a residual water signal
[7]. Correction is performed using a least-squares optimization to a reference spectrum in the time-domain, a process
known as “spectral registration”. The time-domain spectral registration (TDSR) approach has been compared with two
other correction methods, based on the residual water signal [8] and a metabolite peak ﬁtting method [9], and found
to perform favorably.
In this paper, a new method for spectral registration is presented. In contrast to previous approaches, the regis-
tration problem is formulated as variable-projection (VARPRO) [10, 11] in the frequency domain. The use of VARPRO
allows the incorporation of baseline modeling, whilst also reducing the iterative optimization complexity by implicitly
calculating the phase parameter with stable linear methods. The approach is compared with TDSR, and found to be
more robust to large frequency shifts (>7Hz), baseline distortions and edited-MRS frequency misalignment.
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2 | METHODS
2.1 | Time-domain spectral registration
The TDSR method applies a frequency and phase adjustment to each target average, S(t ), to match a reference signal,
R(t ) using nonlinear least-squares optimization. The optimization problem may be stated as:
min
F ∈Ò,φ∈Ò
tN−1∑
t=t0
Re(R(t ) − G(t , F ,φ)) + Im(R(t ) − G(t , F ,φ))2, (1)
where F is the frequency correction parameter in Hz,φ is the phase correction parameter in degrees andG(t , F ,φ)
is deﬁned as:
G(t , F ,φ) = S(t ) e2pij
(
F t+
φ
360
)
. (2)
Whilst the parametric correction (2) is performed as a complex operation (j = √−1), the optimization problem (1)
is real valued, achieved by the concatenation of real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts of R and G. The optimum F and φ
parameters are found using a non-linear least-squares regression algorithm and applied to the target average, S(t ), to
generate a corrected spectrum.
2.2 | Frequency-domain spectral registration with variable-projection baseline modeling
One potential limitation of the TDSR method is the assumption that each average may be accurately matched to the
reference signal by adjusting only the frequency and phase. Acquisitions with moderate residual water commonly
exhibit baseline artifacts, which have a smooth appearance in the frequency domain, and often change throughout
the acquisition period due to scanner instability or subject movement. In this paper, a modiﬁcation of the TDSR
optimization problem (1) is presented, incorporating baseline diﬀerences between the target and reference spectrum:
min
F ∈Ò, aG∈ÃaB∈ÃP+1
fN−1∑
f =f0
Re(Rˆ(f ) − Gˆ(f , F ) aG + B(f ) aB)
+ Im(Rˆ(f ) − Gˆ(f , F ) aG + B(f ) aB)2 .
(3)
In contrast to TDSR, the objective function is in the frequency domain, where Rˆ and Gˆ representR andG following
Fourier transformation. A second modiﬁcation is the addition of the complex amplitude parameter, aG, applied to the
target spectrum. Finally, a polynomial basis B, scaled by aB, is added to account for baseline diﬀerences between the
target and reference spectrum. B is structured as basis matrix with N rows and p +1 columns, where N is the number
of points considered in the frequency domain and p represents the highest order basis polynomial: {1, x , x2, ..., xp }.
Concatenating the adjusted target spectrum, polynomial basis and corresponding complex amplitude parameters leads
to:
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GˆB = [Gˆ B] , (4)
a =
[aG
aB
]
, (5)
min
F ∈Ò, a∈ÃP+2 ‖Rˆ − GˆB(F ) a‖22 , (6)
where the linear parameters a are separated from the non-linear frequency adjustment parameter F . The purpose
of this reformulation is to allow the solution of (6) using the VARPRO approach, which has been shown to be particu-
larly eﬀective for solving similar problems, [10, 11]. VARPRO exploits the fact that the linearly appearing parameters,
a, may be optimally found using stable and eﬃcient linear methods:
min
F ∈Ò ‖Rˆ − GˆB(F ) GˆB(F )† Rˆ‖22 , (7)
where a is calculated as:
a = GˆB(F )† Rˆ, (8)
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix. Since Rˆ and Gˆ are complex, a is also complex,
and the phase correction term φ may be extracted from the phase of the ﬁrst element of a (equivalent to aG). Whilst
implicit phase correction and baseline modelling was the primary motivation for this formulation, it should also be
noted that the magnitude of aG may be used to estimate amplitude variations, potentially resulting from RF instability
or movement. Furthermore, the magnitude and/or phase values of aB indicate the severity and evolution of baseline
distortions which could be incorporated into an automated quality assessment report.
Unlike TDSR, this approach has only one non-linear parameter to be optimized, reducing the problem to a one-
dimensional search over the frequency parameter F (equation 7), which is robustly solved using the FMIN method by
Brent [12]. Following the determination of F and φ, these parameters are ﬁnally applied to correct the target average
S(t ) (equation 2). This new approach of combining the VARPRO method with baseline ﬁtting to align spectra will be
referred to as RATS - Robust Alignment to a Target Spectrum.
2.3 | Correction method performance evaluation
Simulated and acquired MRS data were both used to compare the performance of RATS and TDSR over a range of
conditions. All simulations were generated from a linear combination of metabolite, lipid and macromolecule signals
in proportions to match the appearance of normal appearing brain. Metabolite signals were simulated for a PRESS
sequence (TE=30ms at 3T) using density matrix operators [13] and published chemical shift and J-coupling values
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[14]. 5Hz linebroadening was applied to all simulated spectra prior to the addition of Gaussian distributed complex
noise. The noise standard deviation was adjusted to produce a desired spectral SNR - deﬁned here as the maximum
metabolite spectral intensity divided by the standard deviation of the spectral noise. Note that a division by twice
the standard deviation is the more common deﬁnition of SNR, however this was not used to be consistent with the
original TDSR paper [7].
2.3.1 | Simulations
The ﬁrst simulation test evaluated the frequency correction accuracy as a function of SNR and frequency shift mag-
nitude. 512 spectra were generated, each with the same spectral signals and SNR ratio but diﬀering random noise
samples. A linearly increasing frequency shift was applied to each spectrum, where the ﬁrst and last spectra had shifts
of 0Hz and 10Hz respectively. Seven sets of 512 spectra were generated, with each set having one of the following
SNR values: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0 and 25.0. The second simulation test was identical to the ﬁrst, with the
exception that the phase of each spectrum is randomly altered to be between -180 and 180 degrees with a uniform
probability distribution. Whilst a typical MRS dataset is very unlikely to have such random phase instability, the full
range of phase possibilities is tested, since arbitrary phase variations are common during subject motion and it is the
purpose of these methods to be robust to these cases. The third simulation test evaluated the performance of each
method to baseline instability originating from the tails of a residual water resonance. Similar to the second simulation
test, the metabolite, lipid and macromolecule signals were increasingly shifted to a maximum value of 10Hz, over 512
randomly phased spectra with a SNR of 15. A randomly phased artiﬁcial residual water resonance, at 4.65 PPMwith a
linewidth of 10 Hz, was added to introduce a moderate unstable baseline artifact combined with phase and frequency
perturbations.
For all simulations, frequency or phase adjustments were not applied to the ﬁrst spectrum of each simulated set
since it was used as the reference spectrum. The frequency and phase errors for each approach were measured by
subtracting the estimated values from the true values and calculating the standard deviation for each simulation set.
2.3.2 | Edited MRS
A glutathione (GSH) J-diﬀerence edited example dataset was used to compare the correction methods, due to its high
sensitivity to spectral misalignment. GSH edited in-vivo MRS was acquired from a single healthy volunteer using a
MEGA-PRESS sequence on a 3T Philips Achieva scanner (Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, Netherlands). A 3x3x2cm
voxel was placed in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 480 averages acquired with the following acquisition
parameters: TR=2s; TE=131; 55Hz bandwidth editing pulse at 4.56 PPM; 1024 complex data points acquired at a
sampling frequency of 2000Hz.
The correction procedure started with the calculation of the median spectrum separately for the edited and non-
edited scans. The individual average closest to the median (calculated using a least-squares spectral diﬀerence) was
automatically selected as the correction target, a strategy designed to reduce the chances of a motion corrupted
average being used as a reference. The correction of individual averages was performed separately for edited and
non-edited scans before calculation of the corrected mean edited and non-edited scan. A second correction step was
performed to minimize subtraction artifacts by correcting the mean non-edited scan to match the edited (reference)
scan over the tNAA spectral region (1.8 to 2.2 PPM). The same correction method (RATS or TDSR) was used for the
initial and subtraction correction steps for comparison.
The edited GSH resonance was measured for the RATS, TDSR and uncorrected processing variants using the
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TARQUIN analysis software (version 4.3.11) [15]. The initial 10 data points in the time-domain were excluded from
ﬁtting, and the basis set consisted of 8 single resonances at the following PPM values: 2.95 (GSH), 2.74, 2.68, 2.62,
2.58, 2.51, 2.45 and 2.37. Finally, 3Hz linebroading and zero-ﬁlling to 4096 points was applied to the edited data to
aid a visual comparison of spectra.
2.3.3 | Implementation details
In the original description of the TDSR method [7], a preprocessing step to restrict the spectral region for registration
(using the discrete Fourier transform) was optionally performed to reduce the inﬂuence of unstable signals, such
as residual water. In addition, the latter points of the time-domain signals were removed prior to optimization to
reduce the noise contribution. In this comparison, the same “preprocessing” steps were taken, with only the spectral
region between 4 and 0.5 PPM and the ﬁrst 200ms of the free induction decay (FID) being considered for both
methods - unless stated otherwise. This spectral region was chosen as a compromise between spanning the majority
of metabolite signals, whist minimising the residual water signal and regions containing predominantly noise. For the
RATSmethod, zero, ﬁrst and second degree polynomial functions were used to construct the baseline modelling basis,
and this basis (parameter p=2) was used for all results presented. A maximum frequency shift limit of ±20Hz was used
for the Brent optimization algorithm in all cases.
The RATS and TDSR methods were implemented in the R programming language (v3.5.0) [16] and integrated into
the spant (SPectroscopy ANalysis Tools) package (v0.12.0) for MRS analysis (https://github.com/martin3141/spant).
All code and data used to generate the results from this paper is freely available from:
https://github.com/martin3141/rats.
3 | RESULTS
Figure 1 compares the accuracy of RATS and TDSR for frequency shifts up to 10Hz. At the lowest SNR value of 2.5,
the TDSR method shows improved frequency correction accuracy (part a) over RATS, however for the SNR range
between 5 and 15 RATS is the more accurate method. Scatter plot c) illustrates how the TDSR method becomes
increasing unstable for frequency shifts greater than 5Hz for SNR=5, and this is the cause of the reduced performance
compared to RATS in this SNR regime. Part b) shows TDSR has improved phase correction accuracy over RATS, with
both methods becoming comparable in both frequency and phase correction for SNR=15 and above.
[Figure 1 about here.]
Figure 2 shows how RATS and TDSR perform with combined frequency and phase perturbations. Part a) shows a
similar trend to Figure 1 with the RATS method proving more accurate in the SNR range between 5 and 15, however
some further instability was seen for the TDSR method at SNR=25. Part b) shows how the phase correction accuracy
between RATS and TDSR was much closer than the more trivial test in Figure 1b. To summarize Figures 1 and 2,
the RATS method produces more accurate frequency correction in the SNR range between 5 and 15, whereas TDSR
performs better for low SNR values of less than 5. Above a SNR of 15 both methods are comparable, however, even
at high SNR, some instability was found for the TDSR method when large frequency shifts (>5Hz) were combined
with phase variation.
[Figure 2 about here.]
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The performance of each method in the presence of simulated baseline instability, combined with frequency and
phase perturbations, is shown in Figure 3. For stable baseline simulations (Figures 1 and 2), a SNR of 15 was shown
to produce good results for both methods, however in the unstable case the RATS method has reduced bias and
improved accuracy for both frequency (Figure 3 a) and phase (Figure 3b) correction. This improvement in accuracy
is illustrated in Figure 4, where RATS (part c) shows closely aligned and phased spectra compared to TDSR (part b).
Similar results were found for more moderate baseline distortions, as shown in Figure S1.
[Figure 3 about here.]
[Figure 4 about here.]
Edited GSH spectra are shown in Figure 5, with a comparison between a) uncorrected, b) TDSR corrected and
c) RATS corrected data. Frequency or phase errors between the edited and non-edited averages result in imperfect
subtraction, resulting in residual signal, most clearly seen in the tNAA spectral region between 1.8 and 2.2 ppm.
Moderate distortions in the tNAA are present in the uncorrected and TDSR corrected data, whereas RATS correction
either eliminates these distortions or reduces them to be indistinguishable from noise.
Quantitative analysis of the edited spectra (Figure 5 parts d-f) determined the GSH resonance was elevated
by 27% in the uncorrected data and 25% in the TDSR corrected data, relative to the RATS corrected data. The
observation of an elevated GSH resonance in the processing variants with visible misalignment artifacts suggests
improved alignment with the RATS method results in more accurate subtraction, and therefore an improved GSH
estimation. Whilst these results are promising, a dedicated reproducibility study would be required to conﬁrm an
improvement the accuracy of GSH measurements following RATS correction.
[Figure 5 about here.]
4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, the incorporation of baseline modeling and VARPRO into retrospective spectral correction has been
shown to oﬀer: 1) improved robustness to frequency shifts greater than 5Hz; 2) improved robustness to unstable
baseline distortions and 3) reduced subtraction artifacts for GSH J-diﬀerence edited MRS. The improved robustness
to larger frequency shifts results from the use of a VARPRO formulation to reduce the optimization complexity from
two to one dimension. This allows the use of optimization methods based on a 1D search, which are less prone to
converging on local-minima. In the low SNR regime (less than 5) the new method was generally less accurate that
TDSR, likely resulting from the increased modeling freedom due to the addition of a baseline basis set. However, in
this regime both methods performed poorly, with frequency correction errors greater than 3Hz, and therefore the use
of either method may not be advisable for low SNR spectra.
A polynomial basis parameter of p = 2 was used for all corrections, resulting in a basis set containing three
components: a constant oﬀset; a linearly increasing component and a parabolic component. Whilst higher order (p >
2) components could be included to aid the correction of severely distorted data, a p value of 2 was found to work
well for both undistorted and strongly distorted data (Figure 4). The simulations presented in this work focused on
baseline instability originating from the residual water signal, however strong scalp lipid signals are also known to
produce similarly unstable signals. One strategy to reduce the impact of unstable scalp lipid baseline signals would
be to restrict the alignment region to between 4 and 1.8 PPM - excluding the primary lipid resonance at 1.3 PPM.
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However, the eﬃcacy of correction methods in the case of unstable lipid signals was not evaluated in this study and
further validation using in-vivo data is warranted.
One alternative to modelling baseline instability with a polynomial basis would be to remove the ﬁrst few data
points in the FID of the reference and target spectrum prior to alignment. Baseline signals decay rapidly in the time-
domain, and therefore the removal of these points results in a reduced sensitivity to baseline instability. Whilst
truncation, or weighting, of the beginning of the FID is expected to improve correction accuracy for mild baseline
distortions, additional points would need to be removed for strongly distorted data and therefore this method may
require a greater level of user adjustment. In addition, the time-domain truncation approach may not be suited to
the suppression of unstable residual water signals, which decay at a similar rate to the metabolite signals. A further
advantage of directly modelling of the baseline variation includes the intuitive measurement of baseline instability
by inspection of by the baseline basis coeﬃcients (aB ). In addition, baseline modelling also provides the option to
export individual averages with baseline instability removed and these corrected averages may be particularly useful
for dynamic studies, such as functional or hyperpolarized MRS.
Whilst correction accuracy was the main focus of this work, it should also be noted that both RATS and TDSR
correction may be performed quickly on modern hardware. For instance, the correction of 128 averages takes approx-
imately 0.6 and 0.4 seconds for TDSR and RATS respectively using and Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU. Therefore,
in cases where SNR is low and the best method may not be obvious, it is feasible to compare the SNR from averaging
uncorrected; TDSR and RATS corrected data and proceed with the highest quality reconstruction.
One alternative to spectral-registration based methods is known as the metabolite-cycling technique [17], where
metabolite selective inversion pulses are alternately applied prior to the localization scheme as an alternative to con-
ventional water suppression. Using this scheme, a full intensity water signal is acquired for each average and water-
suppressed metabolite data may be obtained by subtracting average pairs. Therefore, accurate phase and frequency
correction may be performed using the high SNR water signal in protocols where the metabolite SNR may be too low
for spectral registration with TDSR or RATS [18, 19]. Whilst eﬀective for low metabolite SNR applications, at the time
of writing the metabolite-cycling method is not widely available or suitable for non-proton MRS.
The ﬁrst reported use of retrospective correction for conventional clinical MRS was in 2005 [20]. Yet, despite
being compatible with all widely available sequences and rapid to perform, current use remains largely restricted to
edited-MRS [4]. One potential reason may be due the smaller typical voxel dimensions used for conventional clinical
MRS (2cm sided cube) compared to edited MRS (3cm sided cube) resulting in a metabolite SNR lower than required
for accurate correction. However, previous work [20] has shown that combining averages over blocks is eﬀective for
using spectral registration with lower SNR data. Further potential barriers to use in the clinical setting include the
extra time required to export individual averages for oﬄine analysis and limited availability of spectral registration
methods integrated into the scanner software. Recently available open-source implementations of spectral registra-
tion methods in the MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) based FID-A package [21] or R [16] based
spant package (https://github.com/martin3141/spant) may aid clinical validation and uptake in the future.
Whilst the focus of this paper is on the correction of distorted scans, the RATS method produces an amplitude,
frequency oﬀset and phase oﬀset for each average, whichmay be also used as criteria for excluding individual averages
from the ﬁnal result. For instance, a frequency oﬀset greater than 5Hz could act as an exclusion criterion for a particular
average, and a dataset with more than 10% of averages excluded may indicate signiﬁcant movement which should be
incorporated into the clinical decision making process. Plots of the amplitude, frequency and phase throughout the
scan could also accompany the ﬁtting results to aid quality assessment and clinical interpretation.
In conclusion, the RATS algorithm has been shown to provide accurate retrospective correction of SVS MRS
data in the presence of large frequency shifts and baseline instability. The method may be easily incorporated into
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the processing pipeline of both conventional and J-diﬀerence edited MRS to improve lineshape, SNR and aid quality
assessment.
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List of Figures for Supporting Information
S1 8 simulated spectra (SNR=25) with random phase and linearly increasing frequency shifts up to 10Hz. These spec-
tra are typical of those used for the results presented in Figure 2.
S2 a) 32 overlaid simulated spectra (SNR=15) with unstable baseline, random phase and linearly increasing frequency
shifts up to 10Hz. b) TDSR corrected spectra and c) RATS corrected spectra. These spectra have a reduced baseline
distortion strength of 40% relative to Figure 4.
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F IGURE 1 Frequency a) and phase b) correction accuracy of RATS and TDSR for simulated spectra over a range
of SNR values. Frequency was linearly increased up to 10Hz for each SNR set of 512 spectra. c) estimated vs true
frequency shifts for SNR=5.
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F IGURE 2 Frequency a) and phase b) correction accuracy of RATS and TDSR for simulated spectra over a range
of SNR values. Spectra were randomly phased and frequency was linearly increased up to 10Hz for each SNR set of
512 spectra.
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F IGURE 3 Frequency a) and phase b) correction accuracy of RATS and TDSR for simulated spectra (SNR=15)
with unstable baselines. Residual water signals were generated to simulate baseline distortion and spectra were also
randomly phased with linearly increasing frequency shifts up to 10Hz over 512 spectra.
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F IGURE 4 a) 32 overlaid simulated spectra (SNR=15) with unstable baseline, random phase and linearly
increasing frequency shifts up to 10Hz. b) TDSR corrected spectra and c) RATS corrected spectra.
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F IGURE 5 In-vivo edited GSH spectra from a voxel placed in the ACC of a healthy participant. a) uncorrected
data, b) TDSR corrected data and c) RATS corrected data. The tNAA subtraction artifact region is highlighted with a
red circle. Fit result plots for d) uncorrected, e) TDSR corrected and f) RATS corrected data - showing the overall ﬁt
(red line), estimated baseline (smooth black line) and ﬁt residual (black line above the spectral data). Relative to the
RATS corrected data, the edited GSH resonance was elevated by 27% in the uncorrected data and 25% in the TDSR
corrected data.
